Characteristic crescentic subpleural lung zones with high ventilation (V)/perfusion (Q) ratios in interstitial pneumonia on V/Q quotient SPECT.
Nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) and usual IP (UIP) preferentially involve subpleural lung zones (SPLZ), and may result in characteristic regional lung function impairment. The aim of this study was to characterize cross-sectional lung ventilation (V)-perfusion (Q) imbalance in these disorders on automated V/Q quotient single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). 99mTc-technegas/macroaggregated albumin SPECT-derived V/Q quotient SPECT and V/Q profile were automatically built for assessment of cross-sectional lung V-Q imbalance in 38 patients with NSIP or UIP. The findings of V/Q quotient SPECT were correlated with lung CT morphology. The results were compared with 12 healthy nonsmoker controls and 48 patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. V/Q quotient SPECT showed 81 crescentic SPLZ with high V/Q ratios in 32 patients (84%) with NSIP or UIP, which were not observed in controls and patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Sixty-three (77.7%) of them were located at high-attenuation areas (reticular and/or ground-glass opacities) with or without small cystic air spaces (honeycombing and/or traction bronchiectasis) on CT, and 12 (14.8%) at normal lung areas. V/Q profile at the lung sections with crescentic SPLZ with high V/Q ratios showed flattened peaks with broadened V/Q ratio distribution compared with controls, and standard deviation of V/Q ratios in the entire lungs was significantly correlated with partial oxygen arterial blood pressure (P = 0.0009) and predicted diffusing capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide (P = 0.0139). Five of eight patients with NSIP or UIP and with worsening of hypoxemia showed an extension of SPCZ with high V/Q ratios on follow-up V/Q quotient SPECT, without significant changes on CT. A high prevalence of crescentic SPLZ with high V/Q ratios is a characteristic feature of lung V-Q imbalance causing alveolar gas exchange impairment in NSIP and UIP.